
With a doctorate in Transpersonal Psychology, Stepha-

nie Clement, Ph.D., LPMAFA, has been practicing

astrology for over thirty-five years. President of the

American Federation of Astrologers and former board

member of NCGR, Stephanie served on the faculty of

Kepler College and has been a speaker at the State of

the Art Conference, NCGR conference in Minneapolis,

and many regional conferences, as well as AFA conven-

tions between 1976 and the present. She is the author of

Charting Your Spiritual Path with Astrology, Power of

the Midheaven, Mapping Your Family Relationships,

Aspect Patterns, Planet-Centered Astrology, and other

books. She writes for a national new age/spirituality

magazine, a U.S. bank, and astrologers.com.

Stephanie can be contacted at stephaniejeanclem-

ent@q.com, or by phone at 719-542-0230. She lives in

Colorado. Visit her web site at

www.stephanieclement.com.

September 13-16, 2012 Stephanie J. Clement Ph.D.

October 11, 2012 Phyllis Chubb, MA Counselling As Part of Astrology

Taking time to prepare a chart
is important. Preparing to pro-
vide effective counselling is
equally as important. Learn
what will be required of us in
order to be the best we can be,
for ourselves and our clients, in
any situation.

Phyllis has achieved credentials
in both Western (C.A.P.) and
Vedic ( Jyotish Kovid) astrology
as well as holding an MA in Hu-
man Relations. Currently she is
beginning year 5 of the Jaimini

Scholar program. She practices,
teaches Vedic Astrology in person
and on-line, writes and lectures In-
ternationally.

See Phyllis’ article inside these co-
vers, also in the previous issue of the
Guild News.

We meet at 201-320 Columbia Street, New Westminster, BC

We meet on the second Thursday of each month

September to June (Summer break July-August)

We host monthly talks and periodic workshops

Our talks begin at 7:30 PM, doors open at 7:00 PM

We meet for dinner at 5 PM before the talk at Stefanos’, please join us

The Guild News
Publication of Fraser Valley Astrological Guild
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Thursday Lecture
September 13, 2012 7:30 PM

A key to thought process
Are you looking for ways to communicate

ŵŽƌĞ�ƐŬŝůůĨƵůůǇ�Žƌ�ƚŽ�ŝĚĞŶƟĨǇ�ƉĞƌƐŽŶĂů�ƐƚǇůĞ�ŝŶ�

the birth chart? The dispositor can tell you

ĂďŽƵƚ�ƚŚĞ�ĐůŝĞŶƚ͛ Ɛ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐŝƟŽŶ�before you ever

cast a chart! And you can consider your own

style too.

But don’t let the simplicity of this method fool

ǇŽƵ͘ �&ƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ĚŝƐƉŽƐŝƚŽƌ�ǇŽƵ�ĐĂŶ�ŝĚĞŶƟĨǇ�

ways people tend to think, make decisions

and act. This method provides a way to cre-

ĂƚĞ�ƌĂƉƉŽƌƚ�ĞĂƐŝůǇ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌŽǀ ŝĚĞ�Ğī ĞĐƟǀ Ğ�ĐŽŶͲ

ƐƵůƚĂƟŽŶ͘

�ĞƚĂŝůƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ��ŽŶƐƵůƟŶŐ�̂ ŬŝůůƐ�ĨŽƌ��ƐƚƌŽůŽŐĞƌƐ��

Course in the September Workshop bro-

chure—available on our website.



The Nakshatras, better known as the lunar
signs, are an integral part of Vedic astrology.
Their use is considered to be older than the Sun
signs and whether they are older, or not,
doesn’t matter. What really matters is the
many ways the Nakshatras influence our mind
and the many ways their contributions can be
used to enhance our self-knowledge and deci-
sion making.

Last issue of this newsletter focused on the in-
troduction to the lunar signs and showed how
the Nakshatras relate to the more popular sun
signs. Planetary rulerships were also provided.
This time more will be shared about their dif-
ferent qualities and traits. In addition, exam-
ples of their influence on our conscious minds
will be provided. Once this information is
known and personally applied it is possible to
have both greater self-understanding and a
clearer picture of what we need to do to help
our self.

Meet the gunas, Tamas, Rajas and Sattvic.
Nothing is a pure rendition of these three qual-
ities rather they combine in all things, including
people. Each of the qualities can be taken to
an extreme, which is not good. However, when
in a balanced state each can be very valua-
ble. Remember this as you scan the initial defi-
nitions.

Tamas – laziness, sloth, ignorance (lack of
knowledge)

Rajas – high activity, creativity, constant mo-
tion

Sattvic – pure, truthful, knowledgeable.

Tamas is vitally important because it forces us
to sit down, to rest, to reflect. However, too
much sitting and too much resting or refusal to
put effort forth is destructive.

Rajas, that drive or desire to accomplish some-
thing is necessary to get us moving. However,
too much movement results in unfinished pro-
jects, and ultimately physical, mental or emo-
tional damage.

Sattvic behaviour too has limits. Truth can be-
come dogma leading to judgment. Knowledge
can become frozen when challenge or expan-
sion is denied. Plus, purity is often relative.

Ideally, a person’s planets will be distributed

between all three of the gunas. As the assignment
of each planet is considered in relationship to it’s
specific significations, a person can learn a lot
about him or herself. Conversely, if the over
whelming majority of someone’s planets fall into
any one of these categories they will immediately
know what they must watch out for.

The nakshatras have another trait which is im-
portant for us to know and that is they can direct
our consciousness to either the past, present or fu-
ture. We all know people who seem to live in the
past, reliving usually negative situations on a daily
bases. Then there are those people who prefer to
believe in the tooth fairy and are confident poor
situations will right themselves by themselves.
These people are often heard to say, “Tomorrow is
another day.”

Then there are those who do have their conscious-
ness in the present, which is where it is supposed to
be. Unfortunately, they frequently forget to stop
and think before acting. All three of these con-
sciousness–default systems need to remember an
old phrase:

Learn from the past

Plan for the future

Live in the present.

Next issue more information will be supplied and
the consciousness default of each Nakshatra will be
shared.

Remember to note that Phyllis will be presenting a
talk in October… we are still looking for a speaker
for November...and for 2013...hint, hint, hint

Phyllis Chubb
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TAMAS GUNA RAJAS GUNA SATTVIC GUNA
Ashwini Bharnai Punavasu

Ardra Krittika Ashlesha

Mrigashira Rohini Vishakha

Pushya Purva Phalguni Jyestha

Magha Uttara Phalgune Purva Bhadrapada

Chitra Hasta Revati

Swati Purva Ashadra

Anuradha Uttra Ashadra

Mula Shravana

Dhanishtha

Shatabhisha

Uttara Bhadrapada

More About The Nakshatras………



icance of the two occultations (2004 and 2012) is far from over. In each of the previous Venus decades—I consider about 20

years around the eight (actual years 1761-69, 1518-1526, 1275-1283), we had significant social change centered around human

rights and freedoms as well as freedom to information. We are amidst a technological or rather digital revolution. We no longer

commit pen to paper to share our ideas, we also communicate freely across the globe via the net. There are revolutionaries of

our era fighting for our right to have unhindered access to information as well as gaining (once again) equal rights for everyone.

Rather than share more words, here in image of what has transpired over the past eight years, and of course change is simply

accelerating. We now have the tools to spread knowledge and words (Gemini) inclusively to everyone (Venus) to get the World

books in order...

Posing with Venus
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People who have changed our social

interactions:

Steve Jobs, Tim Cook, Bill Gates,

Jimmy Wales, Mark Zuckerberg,

Julian Assange, Wael Ghonim, Alaa

Abdek Fattah, Matt Yglesias, Harold

Greene, Ron Wyden, Evan Williams,

Kevin Rose, Chad Hurley, Lady

Gaga, Ben Silberman, John Donahoe,

Reed Hastings, Vint Cerf, Sheryl

Sandberg, Fred Wilson, Marissa

Mayer, Sergy Brin, Tim Berners-Lee,

Niklas Zennström, Jack Dorsey, Drew

Houston, Bram Cohen, Matt

Mullenweg...and the list goes on.

I am typing this newsletter and getting it ready for e-publishing in Finland,

at the end of my stay here. I presented a 1½ day workshop on Venus and a

talk about the recent occultation in Gemini. In between the two events, I

had the pleasure of visiting Mustionlinna (Castle Black). It is in Southern

Finland and belonged to an lawyer, government representative and indus-

trialist, Mr. Linder. He was the wealthiest man in Finland at the beginning

of last century. The estate was filled with works of art, including several

statues of Venus. The one I am posing with was identified as the ponderous

Venus (sculpted around 1898). There was one called Venus with her beauti-

ful behind…

This was such a delight for someone who wrote a book on Venus.

The occultation is over, it was the second—Venues works in pairs. The signif-



This past May I was privileged to attend The United As-

trology Conference in New Orleans. I was scrambling to

get registered for the conference, booking the flight and

reserving accommodations in a hotel which was booked

solid. I finally arrived in New Orleans just in time to wit-

ness a beautiful red sunset.

UAC 2012 is the 8th conference to be held since its’ incep-

tion in 1989, The United Astrology Conference is one of the

largest gatherings of astrologers around the globe. Due to

the number of attendees which were close to 1800, organ-

izing an event on this scale takes a lot of preparation

communication and love for ones craft. As is aged wine so

is this conference which takes place approximately every

four years. The last time this Conference was held was in

2008 in the City of Denver. UAC hosted prior events in

1986, 1989, 1992, 1995, 1998, 2002 and 2008.

The lectures were broken down into 15 different Tracks of

Astrology:

 Track 01 Essentials of Astrology
 Track 02 Forecasting Trends and Cycles
 Track 03 Astrology of Pragmatic, Divination and

Applied Myths
 Track 04 Consulting and Healing
 Track 05 East Meets West
 Track 06 Esoteric Philological Spiritual
 Track 07 Finance and Business
 Track 08 History through Time and Culture
 Track 09 Myths and Archetypes
 Track 10 Political and Mundane
 Track 11 Predictive Techniques
 Track 12 Scholarly Papers
 Track 13 Specialities
 Track 14 Symmetrical
 Track 15 Vedic

Each of these Tracks consisted of 18 different lectures topics
spread over the week of May 24 - May 29 2012. Browsing
the Interactive Lecture Schedule online I noted down the
lectures that interested me. Upon completion I was
amazed to discover that I had 3 – 4 lectures filled in for
similar times. The final choice came down to what I really
wanted to learn about! (Of course as with any conference
now a days you can purchase a recording for a minimal
fee)

Finding the correct meeting rooms over three levels of the
Marriott Hotel presented a challenge for the first couple of
days. Talking with fellow attendees we managed to get
from point A to B. During my time spend at this confer-
ence I can say I made some lifelong friends whom share

similar interests.

The opening ceremonies started on Thursday May 24 2012
at 8:45pm with an offering to the fire deity by the lighting
of a Diva (a lamp filled with oil with a cotton wick) and
singing a beautiful Sanskrit chant. After the opening cere-
monies were finished a New Orleans Marching Band lead
the attendees (but some astrologers refused to be lead,
they already knew which direction to go) to the market
room and foyer which was where the party continued.

Traveling half way across the United States to New Orle-
ans I could not give up the opportunity to be a tourist for
a day and take in the sights, sounds, culture and food, for
who knows when if ever I will be able to visit again. Visit-
ing popular historic spots and taking in a horse and car-

riage tour with a retired history teacher as Guide was
heaven sent. I will fondly remember my trip to UAC as a
pivotal time in my life.

In closing I would recommend attending conferences as it

opens up a whole new world of astrology. Conferences

such as UAC and NORWAC facilitate an environment of

open learning, teaching and networking. This is a unique

way of exploring the different branches of Astrology.

Meeting and talking with fellow students and astrologers

help build and maintain lifelong friendships. You walk

away with a feeling of time well spent!

A Trip to United Astrology Conference in New Orleans
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Sukhwinder Nizzer

At the Regulus Awards several women including Sukhwinder Nizzer

and Rose Marcus of the Guild took part in an impromptu Venus Flash

Mob—loads of pink and red ‘boas’, carnival masks and of course it was

danced to the tune of ‘Shocking Venus’ from forty years ago. The con-

ference took place with Venus retrograde



Transits, Progressions, and Phase Aspects:
Arthur M. Young Case Study

Page 5

Arthur Young was a man of diverse accomplishments:

 He pioneered the development of the Bell helicopter.

 He founded the Institute for the Study of Consciousness.

 He developed a theory of cosmic structure and development.

 He showed how astrology reflects the measure formulae of
mathematics.

In most astrological work, we must rely on the client to supply accu-
rate information about his or her life. We often find significant astro-
logical moments for which the client is unable to supply facts about
the events or conditions of that period. Arthur Young was quite the
opposite. He began keeping journals in his youth and continued
throughout his life. In his autobiography Nested Time, he chronicles all
sorts of personal, social, and professional information. Because he was
an astrologer, he annotated the book with insights into the astrologi-
cal factors at work during his life, using primary and secondary direc-
tions, solar arcs, and transits.

Because he also tracked every kind of event in his own life, Arthur
Young has left a profound legacy for astrologers who wish to conduct
research. His autobiography is filled with dates and times of events
throughout his life, as well as commentary on the astrological signifi-
cance associated with them.

Key Jupiter Transits Revisited

In my book The Astrology of Development, I discuss the fact that the
first transits of planets to their own positions mark major moments in
life’s developmental processes. Later transits reflect what occurred the
first time around. Arthur Young’s book includes numerous events that
demonstrate the theory of development well. Two of these relate to
the planet Jupiter.

In the first example, Young’s third brother was born within one month
of Young’s Jupiter sextile to Jupiter, a common transit for children
around ten years old. Later reflections of this aspect are notable as
they relate to the introduction of something new into Young’s life: In
1939 at the sextile from Aries to Gemini,Young first met Ruth, who was
to become his second wife. In 1990 at the Leo sextile, Young attended
the fiftieth anniversary of signing his contract with Bell, a momentous
occasion for him, although he felt the celebration was a bit overdone.
The initial events surrounding his brother’s birth apparently set an
optimistic tone that was repeated at least these two times in ways
that profoundly affected the course of his life and brought him the
recognition he deserved.

A second series of Jupiter events began with an opposition on Decem-
ber 13, 1923. A few days later he had a dream that supported his deci-
sion to become more independent of his chums. The next Jupiter op-
position in 1935 marked the purchase of a farmhouse for him and
Priscilla, his first wife. The next opposition marked the time when he
entered into psychoanalysis in the midst of multiple Neptune transits
to square Neptune. Jupiter was again prominent by conjunction in
1988 when Young had an unexplained weakness and loss of conscious-
ness and was rushed to the hospital. The doctors never determined the
cause of this spell.

said he then recognized the discontinuity of time. In 1941 another
Saturn square marked the signing of Young’s contract with Bell to
develop the helicopter, and also the signing of the contract to build
two of them.

A later Saturn sesquisquare in November 1951 was followed in March
of 1952 by a Jupiter Semisquare to Jupiter. At this time, Young
wrote, “Now I saw my Saturn square Jupiter [natal aspect] as the
main problem [in my life]—my karma, as the saying goes—and by
progression, this aspect was culminating now, February 1952. What
concerns me is the dread of evil … There is the possibility that I might
use or do use [power] improperly.” The Saturn sesquisquare aspect
was repeated in 1989, and shortly after Young was honored by the
New York Air Force for his invention of the helicopter.

The Trans-Saturnian Planets

Even though the outer plants move very slowly, there are transits of
note. For Arthur Young, the first Uranus square and Neptune
Semisquare to their natal positions coincided with his brother
Sandy’s illness. In addition, during that time, the Moon by secondary
progressions squared its natal position.

In November of 1946, Neptune arrived at the square of its natal
position, signaling the the end of Young’s long association with Bell,
the end of his marriage to Priscilla, and the beginning of his life with
Ruth and his pursuit of metaphysical subjects. At the time of the
Pluto Semisquare in 1944, Young was named Man of the Year [by
Bell] for his invention of the helicopter.

In 1969 transiting Uranus squared natal Uranus. This occurred in the
midst of the Pluto transit to square Pluto, which made five exact
contacts between November 17, 1967 and June 14, 1969. During the
first of these Pluto transits, Young became involved with scientology
and had severe difficulties with his scientology teacher. By the time
of the Uranus square , Young said, he had become “clear” through
scientology. “A Clear is a being who no longer has his own reactive
mind, and therefore suffers none of the ill effects the reactive mind
can cause. The Clear has no engrams which, when restimulated,
throw out the correctness of his computations by entering hidden
and false data.”

To me, this definition is reminiscent of the experience of a completed
analysis, when old “tapes” no longer dominate one’s thinking, and
anchors to unpleasant past memories no longer interfere with cur-
rent thnking and activity. The Pluto square Pluto and Uranus
square to Uranus aspects occurred twenty and twenty-one years
after Young’s earlier psychoanalysis, in which he resolved his physical
weakness and other major problems.

At the approximate time of the Pluto square in 1980, Young began
to study Charles Jayne’s non-natal (pre-natal and post-natal) charts.

Solar Arc Aspects
This examination of cycles would be incomplete without a mention
of the solar arc aspects to the natal chart. As with all the aspects
addressed in this book, the solar arcs are experienced by everyone at
about the same age, and they indicate times of profound potential.
At the time Young’s planets reached the semisextile by solar arc, he
was completing a working model of the helicopter, using an out-
board motor to fly it. At the time of the Semisquare by solar arc,
Young’s mother died, following a stroke. Two months before the
exact sextile, his father died. With the solar arc planets well within
the one degree orb of the square to the natal chart, Young’s brother
Brinton died.

The minor aspects are also significant for solar arcs of a planet to the

birth position. When the solar arc planets reached the decile (36

Stephanie J. Clement



At the time of the novile (40 degrees), the helicopter’s production
was moved to the main plant in Niagrara Falls. At the septile (51+
degrees), Young read The Mahatma Letters, and in them discovered
the key to the seven stages of evolution that were to form his book
The Reflexive Universe. When the solar arc planets reached the quin-
tile (72 degrees), two of Young’s books were published.

Young’s Study of Astrology
Young was also an astrologer. Unlike most of us, he recorded the
date, September 24, 1948, when he states he began his study of as-
trology with Heaven Knows What, a wonderful book by Grant Lewi.
While this date was not the high water mark of his scientific career
by most standards, I believe it was the pivotal event that made the
work of the second half of his life possible. Astrology is the basis for his
book, Geometry of Meaning, in which he demonstrates the equiva-
lence of twelve scientific formulae to astrological configurations.

You would expect some very exact astrological indicators for this
date, and you would not be disappointed!

Aspects for September 24, 1948
Solar Arc chart reaches the semisquare—this aspect just passed one-
degree orb a few days previously. Compare this to the first pro-
gressed Moon semisquare, which occurred during the time his mother
was pregnant with his second brother, Sandy.

Progressed Mercury Semisextile Mercury—although within one de-
gree, Mercury is retrograde, therefore refraining from the exact as-
pect for this date. The first exact progressed Mercury semisextile Mer-
cury£ occurred on July 29, 1927, when Young’s brother Sandy was
terminally ill. At that time Young was already working on his theory
of process. The second exact conjunction with Mercury retrograde
was on February 5, 1948, during his psychoanalysis, and very near the
time of his divorce from Priscilla, his first wife. The third Mercury con-
junction occurred on January 25, 1971, during the time when he was
attempting to get his books published. By this time the ideas con-
ceived during his brother’s illness finally came to fruition, at least on
paper. It would be several more years before they were actually
published.

Transiting Uranus opposition Uranus within one degree orb—the
awareness reflected by this aspect is no doubt gratifying to those
astrologers who see Uranus as the planet most closely associated with
the study of astrology. Uranus, as a general rule, does manifest ex-
actly on time, and thus is a good event timer, even though the trans-
it is quite slow. Of course Young was feeling the metaphysical urge
well before this date.

Transiting Venus sextile Venus—Exact the previous day. This is anoth-
er indicator of a possible visit to the bookstore for a class, or simply as
a social activity.

Transiting Saturn opposition Saturn—Exact Aug 20, possibly near the
end of his honeymoon with Ruth—at this milestone Young was un-
dergoing a dramatic change of focus. He became aware that he
needed to leave Bell for physical and mental health reasons, he di-
vorced and remarried, and he took up the study of various meta-
physical subjects, astrology in particular.

Transiting Mars sextile Mars, exact Oct 1—within a week of his deci-
sion to study astrology, Young was no doubt immersed in the subject,
applying his energy to the subject with vigor. Mars was in his elev-
enth house, further supporting the group / social nature of his studies.
With natal Mars in the second house, we can surmise that he exerted
himself to improve his state of mind, following the end of a sexually
unsatisfying marriage and his growing feeling of responsibility for
accidents occurring in the helicopter testing.
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Secondary Progressed Ascendant semisquare Ascendant—
the inner stresses of remaking his image—change of
spouse, change of occupation, change of residence—
brought about a general change of mind and heart.

Transiting Neptune square Neptune—this transit was ac-
tive over the previous eighteen months. There were exact
square s on November 30, 1946, February 25, 1947, and
July 9, 1948. The aspect was prominent in his divorce from
Priscilla and marriage to Ruth, and also in his brief psy-
choanalysis. Young was depressed about accidents that
killed some of his associates while testing helicopters, and
also about his unsatisfied sexuality. The depression led to
the analysis, divorce, and remarriage, as well as his new
metaphysical interests.

Summary
As astrologers we know that nearly every event can be
explained through astrology. We also must remember
that NOT every aspect signals a major event, or even a
minor one. This article reviews just a few aspects of planets
to themselves by transit, solar arc, and secondary progres-
sion, highlighting key developmental periods in Young’s
life, and confirming the relationship between human de-
velopment and planetary cycles.

As you were reading the above information about Arthur
Young, you no doubt noticed rather large gaps in the
years. This is because Young himself left gaps, or had very
little to say about whole periods of time.

Young, Arthur M. Nested Time: An Astrological
Autobiography. Cambria, CA: Anodos Founda-
tion, 2004, p. 151.

There are many definitions of “clear” from the
scientology perspective. This one came from the
Wikipedia web site at http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Clear_(Scientology), June 4, 2006.

See Chart on page 7
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Classes with Anne Massey
After a long hiatus, Anne will be back to teaching full-time in the

Autumn

Two Sunday workshops (11AM—4:00PM )

 October 20, Horary Astrology

 November 18, Phases of our Life

Level 2 classes: Reading Charts

Five Saturdays (11AM—4:00PM)

Pre-requisite solid understanding of basics

September 22, October 13, October 27, November 10 and 24.

For details visit www.astrologicallyspeaking.com/classes.htm

To pre-register email anne@annemassey.ca

604.574.9545 after August 27, 2012

Classes with Sukhwinder Nizzer

Beginner classes starting on October 03 2012 location pending.

Every 2nd Wednesday time would be 7:00 - 9:00 - 6 Classes

@ $ 120.00 need 6 students to begin classes.

Contact Sukhwinder at sukhwinder@astrologyguild.com or call (778)
997-5722

Classes with Thaya Edwards

Numerology

2 sessions; 2 hours each. Mondays. 7 – 9pm. Starts on September 10.

Astrology of Relationships.

4 sessions, 2 hours each. Tuesdays, 7:00 – 9:00. Starts on September
24.

To register for the above two classes held in White contact White
Rock Recreation Facilities at 604-541-2199

Astrology. The Science. Level I.

5 sessions, 2.5 hours each. Wednesdays, 7:00 – 9:30. Starts on October
3. Every participant will receive a personal natal chart. Fraser Valley
Continuing Education (Langley) For registration call 604-533-4227 or
604-856-4447
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From Rose Marcus: We are pleased to announce the 6th
Jeffrey Wolf Green Evolutionary Astrology Conference
will be November 2 – 4, 2012 near Portland, Oregon.
We are again holding the conference at the Still Mead-
ow Conference & Retreat Center, a 60 acre retreat cen-
ter located 30 minutes from the Portland airport.

We will have a maximum of 100 attendees at this inti-

mate weekend of immersion into the heart of Jeffrey

Wolf Green’s Evolutionary Astrology. Early registration

is $195. Visit www.schoolofevolutionaryastrology.com

Mark you calendars for the next NORWAC. Kelly Surtees

will be lecturing there in the Spring of 2013; Kelly lec-

tured at the Guild a while back and was extremely well-

received. She is a lively and informative speaker so

worth the trip and there are always lots to hear and

Seattle is a short drive away...often easy to arrange to

share a ride and a room.

From the Washington State Astrological Association:

Maurice Fernandez will be here in Seattle for a

lecture and workshop for the WSAA - Washington

State Astrological Association. Thursday, September

6, 7:30 pm at the Puget Sound Yacht Club - $7 for

members/$15 for non-members/ $7 first time guests.

Saturday, September 8, 10 am - 4:30 pm at the

Puget Sound Yacht Club - early registration: $60 for

members/$75 for non-members. After 9/6/12 regis-

tration: $75 for members/$90 for non-members.

Lecture topics and descriptions can be found at

http://washingtonastrologers.org/ ~ you can prepay

online or at the door. Doors open at 7:00 pm on

Thursday night.

Uranus and Pluto squares are upon us, the world is changing at a rapid pace.

The dates and times shown here are for Pacific time (8 or 7 hours west depend-

ing on season).

We have been here before, early 1932-34 when Pluto was in Cancer and prior to

that 1850-52 when the two met in Aries, and in between 1876-77 when the pair

squared each other from Leo to Taurus.

Anne Massey’s laminate for 2013 will be available a little later this autumn, and

it lists all of the events and past years for all of the planets.

The most recent conjunction of Uranus and Pluto takes us to the middle of the

1960’s but we could ponder if the conjunction in Aries in 1850s began the current

turmoil. If you research the time, write some notes we might find room for it in

our newsletter...
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Friday Parlour Talk
September 14, 2012 7:00 PM

Astrological Consulting Process
Do you have too many tools for the job? How can you select the right tools for each consulting job quickly? Sometimes the client need a slap

on the fanny, no astrology required. Other times we use complex tools to identify profound themes. This evening’s discussion will touch on the

following:

 How much astrology is needed?

 How much counselling or consulting is appropriate?

 How do we select appropriate tools?

 Which astrological techniques apply?

 What is the practical/mental/psychological/spiritual level of the client?

 When should we send the client elsewhere

 When should we use non-astrological skills?

Saturday Workshop
September 15, 2012 10:30 PM-5:00 PM

Decisions and Choices with Astrology
Today you will learn specific ways to interact more successfully with clients. You may already have some of these skills. For others you need to

wrap your mind around the theory and then practice it. All these skills are widely used, and all offer fundamental tools for interacting with

clients.

You will learn how to:

 understand your client’s needs more effectively

 use astrology skills and data to access client creativity

 reframe (alter) the client’s perception of a problem

 making decisions with astrology

 use astrology for future pacing (developing awareness of future possibilities)

 state astrological potential in practical language for the client

 face and discuss ethical issues that arise

Sunday Workshop
September 16, 2012 10:30 PM-5:00 PM

Practicing Astrological and Consulting Skills
Now you learn how to apply Saturday’s skill set in your client interactions. Today’s workshop considers the following:

 Learning to “hear” the client and identify issues

 Accessing the client’s creative talents via astrology

 Reframing problems—changing “I can’t seem to” into “I can see how to”

 Helping the client to formulate choices and make decisions

 Future pacing to ensure client perceives milestones and auspicious timing

 More about Ethical Issues

In selecting charts to use in this portion of the workshop, preference will be given to

 individuals attending the Saturday workshop.

 individuals who pre-register with birth data (personal only!)

Register online by requesting a PayPal invoice, send a cheque to our registrar/treasurer or do so in person at the door on the Thursday. The

brochure with the pricing is available on our website www.astrologyguild.com



This newsletter takes form from the writings of our members and other support-

ers. This issue is still being produced by Anne Massey, and we are looking to see if any-

one is interested in taking on the editor-role. It is somewhat time consuming, because

the editor is responsible for collecting the articles and the information. We will need to

discuss the management of the Guild at our next AGM.

AGM October 11 at 6:30PM. We are looking for another person on the executive as

Anne is stepping back from her active role. Communication is the biggest thing that

needs to be addressed. While our website is an interactive blog, updates to it have

become far too infrequent—that needs to be addressed.

Once again, as in the years gone by, we need to decide what we want from our

Guild. We are lucky and privileged to have been able to bring in high caliber astrolo-

gers to share their knowledge at the Guild. This May Sukhwinder and I attended UAC

(report from her page 4); it was such a perk for the Guild to have someone actively

promoting us (not just yours truly) and meeting potential speakers I might and

(would have) missed. Talk to Sukhwinder about the people she met, and who she

thinks might be a great speaker in 2013 or 2014. For example I spoke to Deborah

Houlding (www.skyscript.co.uk) and she would love to come to Vancouver

(potentially in 2014…), She is a wonderful astrologer with a wealth of information to

share…

However, there are other names and other topics...we could also plan to go to NOR-

WAC next spring and see who might be a perfect fit at the Guild—it is OUR GUILD

and we can make it what we want. Please join the discussion at our AGM.

Phone: 604-574-9545 (Anne Massey)

E-mails:
missymoon@astrologyguild.com
sukhwinder@astrologyguild.com
rebecca@astrologyguild.com
anne@astrologyguild.com

Fraser Valley Astrological Guild

Find us on the web

www.astrologyguild.com
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active, in the past 6-7 years it has sat

rather idle occupying two cabinets. It has

sions., however, we have been unable to

work of organizing it .

books, some out of print. Please take a

moment to browse through to see if

there is a book you’d love to have. So

bring a tote with you to our next event

in September.

We would rather that the books were

being used and enjoyed by our members

Guild Library—books looking for a new home

“Could you use

another book? The

Guild Library has

sat unattended for

years—with Venus

Rx in Gemini it is

time to find

homes for the

books.


